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So stack it up and let me show you how to set it straight
This lovely dove on the line it's time to make or break
Floors and jaws and doors is what it's all about
Give me your body it's that time to make you jump and
shout
Wine and dine and find what you're looking for
I got to show you it's that time to open up the door
So keep it real and feel what you're looking for
Just like I told you when you love you gots' to make it
raw

Morning afternoon and night
We lay together side by side
Searching for lust, searching for breath
Searching for the touch of life
No words are spoken, the only sound we hear is
Body talk, body talk

The heat of passion is such a beautiful thing
As it overflows pleasure grows
All the dreams it can bring
Your lust in my eyes a gentle size
Body talk (uh, it's just a love thing)
Body talk (yeah, make it real baby)

For play on tray we never gonna make it wack
We play I say show you that hte loving's back
Just like I showed from the start we're gonna play it
right
Throw up your hands and make it wild cause it's outta
sight
We're dropping bombs in the mix can you hear me
right
Get up and pick up a rhyme cause you know the
honey's fine
Wait up date up it's time to get this faith up
Brothers knocking boots and the ladies playing stay up

So keep it real and make it known
That love will always glide
I got to take it to the top this is the reason why
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Free expression not agression
We have become-one

Now that we got you straight tripping
It's time to make a move
We gots you groove running smooth flex without you
boo
Ex-it sets it you know we're gonna play it
Back drop flex it time to shake and fake it huh
We
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